The surface of Pluto is exposed to from the full penetration depth at a dose which is 
In the outer solar system the condensed electronic excitations close to their point of volatiles H20, SO 2, CO, NH 3, N 2 and CH 4 are production, relative to the ~ 100 gm/cm 2 mean free readily altered by various 'ionizing' radiations' path for inducing nuclear reactions. Therefore, UV, X-rays, •-rays, electrons, and ions. the effect of the nuclear-reactive energy loss is Therefore, the discovery on Pluto of a methane also roughly described by such experimental atmosphere above a surface having condensed results.
methane has led to a consideration of the role of At the dose given above the solid has a the solar and galactic radiations. Whereas the sufficient defect density to also alter the surface of Charon is directly exposed to both reflectance (Strazzulla et al., 1988) . This dose radiations, in the absence of local fields causing corresponds to a G-value (alterations/100eV particle precipitation only the highly penetrating deposited) of about 1.6, as compared to G = 0.6 galactic cosmic rays reach the surface of Pluto. for [2(CH4) at 10 gm/cm 2 are given. For the former the extrapolation. Inset' G-values of 0.7 and 0.3 nuclear cross section ~ 100 g/cm 2 gives a rough used to estimate altered fraction (1-exp(-DMG)). 
